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1. Introduction
More and more, fire is the cause of human losses in the world. In1 authors present several examples: in
December 2001, 291 people killed during the burning of the commercial center of Mesa Redonda in Lima (Peru).
The burning of the hospital in Moscow (Russia) killed 46 people on December, 9 2006. The burning of Santika
Club in Bangkok (Thailand) killed 66 people on January, 12 2009. The burning of the day-care center of ABC
killed 47 people in Hermosillo (Mexico) on June, 5 2009. At least, 117 people were killed during the burning in
the town of Dhaka (Bangladesh) on June, 3 2010. In California, 36 dead people in the burning of a building
occupied by a group of artists in December 2016 and recently, in June 2017, the burning of a tower in London
caused the death of 17 people and brought about numerous missing people. And that list keeps on growing in an
exponential way. Considering these catastrophes, and the human losses, there are grounds to ask questions on the
reliability of the evacuation systems applied. When a building is in fire, the evacuation of people raises a certain
number of problems. When people get panic, it can even cause numerous victims. Thus, it is important to think
about the prevention of risks. In a real life situation, it takes a lot of means, in terms of equipment and even of
people, to simulate a building evacuation. The modelling of this situation with intelligent agents and the
simulation with a computer program is an interesting thing to do which will help to understand and predict a case
of fire without altering the environment.
2. Definition of key concepts
2.1. Intelligent agents
Several definitions relating to agents have been presented by different authors. In2,3, an agent is defined as a
computer system located in an environment and able to accomplish autonomous actions in order to reach its aims
in that environment. In4,5,6, the agent perceives its environment, acts autonomously, interacts to share the aims,
constraints, etc., anticipates and reacts with flexibility with its environment and learns from its experiences and
adapts to its environment. According to3,7,8,9,10,11, an agent is a physical or virtual entity able to act in an
environment. This agent can communicate directly with other agents; which is driven by a set of tendencies;
which possesses its own resources; that is able to perceive (but to a limited degree) its environment; which has
only a partial representation of that environment (and eventually none); that possesses competences and offers
services.
2.2. Model
A model is a mathematical, graphic and computerized representation of the objects and the relations between
them in a confined zone of the real world2,3. A model can also be viewed as a simplified representation of a
complex reality. To be useful, models must be adapted to theirs objects and be conveniently studied and
validated5,7,12.
2.3. Modelling and simulation
Systems composed by a large number of individuals submitted to several environmental variations, which
interact between them and with their environment, like the evacuation of a building in case of fire, where the
people evacuated must make decisions quickly, avoid obstacles, choose a nearest exit door, get panic, etc.: these
are complex and dynamic systems9,13,14,15,16,17. As a whole, modelling and simulation first of all consist in the
designing of a model. It is a way of making explicit the complexity of a system in order to better understand its
functioning and to make good decisions. It brings the complex system to experiment without altering it too much,
often difficult in real life situations9,18,19. It enables the system to be accessible at the level of its structure
(description) and of its functioning; it tests the hypotheses put up (validation), to have new hypotheses
(discovery), and predict its functioning if its structure is changed (prediction).
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3. Related works: some existing models
3.1 Evac19
Evac is a free evacuation system under GPL license which allows the joint simulation of evacuation and fire
propagation. The decisions of individuals are recapitulated by the steps of the algorithm below: (1) Choice on the
preference criteria of the exit category; (2) Optimization of expected time up to the exit, for the exits of the
chosen category; (3) Propagation simulation of incompressible fluid in order to determine the path to follow; (4)
Followed by the field of vectors thus generated with navigational, social and instinctive behaviors (fear of fire
and smoke). The decisional model is characterized by the selection of the preference exit category according to
the order of preference peculiar to each individual (familiarity, visibility or toxicity at the exit) and time
optimization at the exit.
3.2 BuildingEXODUS3,13,19
This system being commercial, there is not much information about it. This system is based on statistical
models stemming from many experiments and thus represents a very pragmatic approach of the human behavior.
Exodus environmental model is presented by the hierarchized partitioning in two levels of abstraction. Each level
is represented by: a crude partitioning with convex cells representing the rooms and a regular and thin grid which
allows a more precise decision within the rooms. The decisional model of individuals is characterized by the
realization of three phases which allows the determination of the best path between a room and the building exit
in the graph of the cells. The decision model is quite original, but we note the absence of major factors of
evacuation in the simulation: the presence of fire and smoke in the decision. It has been also noted that the
physical collisions between individuals are not modelled insofar as the individuals do not covet a cell already
taken on the environment.
4. Materials and methods
4.1. Materials at our disposal
a. Intelligent agents
For the realization of this modelling - simulation, we have created a few intelligent agents presented in the
table below:
Table 1: List of the intelligent agents created
Agents

Functionalities

« evacuees»

Represents the people inside the building on fire. In the simulation, the number of evacuee agents is
taken between 10 and 300. The general speed of evacuees is taken between 0 and 3.6 km/h. The
maximum speed is taken between 10 km/h and 25 km/h.
Represents the fire. In the start of simulation, the initial location of the fire is random.
Represents the smoke created by the fire. the smoke depends on the fire and moves at a speed
defined between 0.1 and 1.0 meter/s.
Represents the fire alarm. The localization of the alarm is fixed. We have defined its smoke
perception range at 5 meters.

« fire »
« smoke»
« alarm »

b. Simulation tool and programming language
There are several simulation platforms of multi-agent systems; in this work we used the GAMA Platform.
This platform allows the modelling and the spatially explicit agent-based development (use of SIG data)1,20. In
the framework of our researches, we have written programs in the GAML (GAma Modeling Language). GAML
is an agent-oriented language which enables the definition of simulations on agents.
4.2. Methods used: Modelling
a. Definition of hypotheses
Eleven hypotheses need to be clarified for our modelling -simulation: (1) The fire starts at the beginning of
simulation ; (2) The fire starts at a point chosen at random on the environment (building) and spreads with a
certain propagation speed; (3) In the beginning of fire, the smoke must move in the building; (4) The agents
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« evacuees » must have the capacity of escaping, of avoiding obstacles (solid objects or the other agents
« evacuees »); (5) The agents « evacuees » shall start the evacuation when they are seeing directly the fire or the
smoke, or when they hear the alarm sound, or even if they see a person who evacuates the place; (6) Each agent
« evacuee » has potency, expressed by a number that we have taken at random between 50 and 100. During the
evacuation, that potency will decrease if the agent is affected by the fire or smoke; (7) When the potency of the
agent « evacuees» reaches zero, the agent passed away; (8) When an agent reaches one of the exit doors, he/she is
considered as being outside of the building and that moment out of danger; (9) The alarm sets on if the smoke
reaches its range. The alarm must stop ringing after a given time; (10) The agents « evacuees» must avoid the fire
and be able to change their direction if the fire is in their direction ; (11) The agent « evacuee» has an initial
speed which reaches its maximum when he (she) is facing danger;
b.

Definition of the evacuee agent navigation on the environment

Several studies have been carried out to model the behavior of humans during evacuation and several models
of navigation of the agent evacuated on the environment exist13,15,21,22,23,24,25. As part of our research, we propose
a navigation model based on the algorithm of the shortest path (Dijkstra). Figure 1 below, depicts the route of the
agent evacuated to achieve his goal of reaching the emerging exit closest to his current position while avoiding
obstacles (solid objects, other people) and fire. This corresponds to the complete satisfaction of the problem
because the agent has evacuated the building.

Fig. 1. Navigation of the agent evacuee on the environment to get out and be safe

c.

Description of model

Agents
« evacuee
s»

States
- alive
- in motion
- dead
- motionless

« Fire»

- stop
propagation
- affect the
evacuees
- propagate

« smoke »

« alarm »

- ringing
- not ring

Table 2: Agents: their states, perceptions, actions and behaviors
Agent –Based Model (ABM)
Perception
Action
behavior
- fire
- run towards one of the doors
- when the agent sees the fire or smoke, he/she shall
- smoke
- avoid obstacles
run towards the nearest exit door;
- alarm
- die
- when the agent hears the sound of the alarm, he/she
- obstacles
shall run towards the nearest exit door;
- evacuees
- when the agent is in the fire range, his/her potency
- doors
decreases;
- passages
- when the agent sees a person who evacuates the
place, he/she shall run towards the nearest exit door.
- evacuees
- spread
- the fire starts at the beginning of simulation and
- obstacles
- created smoke
spreads with time
- passages
- affect the evacuees
- At the beginning of fire, the smoke must be created.
- fire
- evacuees
- obstacles
- passages
- smoke

- spread in the building
- affect the evacuees

- when the fire starts, the smoke propagate in the
building.

- ring
- stop ringing

- when the smoke reaches the range of the alarm, its
shall ring.
- after some time, the alarm must stop ringing
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d. Diagram class
The intelligent agents used in the proposed model are recapitulated in the class diagram shown in Figure 2
below. This diagram presents the attributes and functions to be implemented in the computer program in GAML.

Fig. 2. Class Diagram of the agent-based model proposed

e.

Diagram of activities

In this section, we present the modelling of the behavior of the agent evacuee on the environment. During
evacuation, the purpose of the evacuee agent is to leave the building by the nearest possible exit door (Figure 3a).
In fact, each evacuee agent has a potency that symbolizes his force or his energy (a random number between 50
and 100). This number is attributed to each evacuee agent at the beginning of the simulation (Figure 3b). Once
the agent is affected by the fire or smoke, her potency is decrease by a random value taken between 0 and 1.
Once the individual power becomes less than or equal to zero, the agent evacuated will die if he/she is not yet out
of danger.

Fig. 3. Activity diagram witch models (a) the evacuation of agents; (b) the potency of evacuee agents

5. Case study: Simulation
In the purpose to test the robustness of our model, we applied simulations in an environment as a
representation of a supermarket. The simulations were reiterated 100 times and we considered the mean value as
final results.
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5.1. Parameters evaluation of the obtained results
Four parameters below allowed us to make an effective evaluation of our proposed model:
a) The total of people alive (TV): represents the number of people having a potency superior to 0 and who
have left the building.
 ൌ 𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣
(1)

where av refers to the alive evacuee agent

b) Total deaths (TM): represents the number of persons with a potency less than or equal 0.

 ൌ

𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔 −

𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣

(2)

where ag is the agent in general and av refers to the alive evacuee agent
c)

Average potency of the alive persons (MP): represents the average potency of the evacuated alive
agents (who were able to leave the building). It is calculated as follows.

 ൌ

𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖ൌͳ 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣 𝑖𝑖

(3)

𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣

where pav is the potency of alive evacuee agent and av refers to the alive evacuee agent.

d) Average time taken to exit (MT): means the average time taken by an evacuated agent to
leave the building. It is calculated as follows:
𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 ൌ

𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖ൌͳ ሺ𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑖 −𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑖 ሻ

(4)

𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣

where: fs defines the time which the evacuated agent ends the evacuation alive; ds represents the time the agent
evacuated begins evacuation; av denote the alive evacuee agent and n is the total number of alive evacuee agent.
5.2. Simulation of our model
The simulations of our model are presenting in this section. In fact, simulations were made not only to present
the functionality of our model but also to allow a better choice of the evacuation plan for the building, using
evaluation parameters presented in the previous section. We will vary the values of some parameters and evaluate
their impact on our model. The table 3 shows various parameters and the number of simulation done.
Table 3: Simulations carried out and diverse parameters
Simulation number
1
2
3
4
5

Various parameters
default parameters
number of agents evacuated and fire propagation speed
speed of evacuees agents
ranges of the fire and of smoke
the levels of being affected by the fire and smoke

We considered two possible scenarios on a supermarket environment. The first uses the plan shown in Figure
4 below (with two exit doors) and the other scenario is done on an environment with 3 exit doors.
5.3. Results
In the real world, there are several factors involved. That why, for our simulations, we performed for each case
100 experiments and retained the average as the final result of the simulation. The output values are displayed via
the GAMA platform. The simulations done are recapitulated in the table 4 below. The simulation numbers follow
the variations on the model parameters shown up in table 3:
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Fig. 4. (a) Simulation of our model under GAMA platform with 80 people in the building on fire and having 2 emerging exits and alarm; (b)
Simulation of the proposed model under GAMA platform. Blackheads represent the dead people in the building. The blue points on the exits
represent the evacuees that are out of danger.
Table 4: Scenario 1, values of the evaluation parameters of our model (2 exit doors).
Simulation number
Evaluation parameter
TV
TM
MP
MT

1

2

3

4

5

66
34
38.82
216.14

515
485
25.58
785.52

85
15
65.58
78.25

23
77
26.85
205.29

56
44
12.23
241.56

The evacuation takes into account several factors, in particular the obstacles to avoid (objects and other
people), the fire and smoke propagation speeds, the speed of people to evacuate, the potency of evacuee people,
etc.
Table 5: Scenario 2, values of the evaluation parameters (3 exit doors)
Simulation numbers
Evaluation parameters
TV
TM
MP
MT

1

2

3

4

5

95
5
67.56
105.14

725
275
25.58
785.52

95
5
68.58
68.86

33
67
56.93
163.46

66
34
42.34
181.29

6. Discussion of Results and Concluding Remarks
6.1. General discussion
Based on the results we obtained on the simulations carried out, we note that more the number of evacuee
agents is high, more the number of dead people is high too, and also more the evacuation parameter MT is low.
This situation can be explained by the missing of way and the presence of jams because of the high number of
evacuee people who leaves the building in case of fire. More the speed of evacuee agents is high, more the
number of survivors is also high and the TM is low. This can be explained by the fact that with a high speed the
agents evacuated reach the door more quickly and manage to get out of the covering zone of the fire and smoke.
We have also noticed that the addition of an exit door has influenced our model a lot, there were more survivors
and the MT parameter was smaller. This can be explained by the fact that there are several exits to get out of the
supermarket. We have to note that, in the simulation, when we added the speed parameter of the fire, it has
caused a lot of deaths. It is justified by the fact that the higher speed propagation of fire or smoke affects the
potency of the evacuee agents. The variation of the level of being affected by the fire and smoke has an impact on
the MP parameter, so when this level is high the MP parameter is very low because the potency of agents was
considerably decreased. The covert range of the fire in the environment have also an impact on the TV parameter,
when this range is large the TV parameter is very low, this situation can be explain by the effect that many agent
are rapidly affected by the fire and die.
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6.2. Concluding remarks
We have presented in this paper an intelligent Agent-Based Model to simulate the evacuation of people from a
public building on fire. This model made it possible for us to rethink the evacuation plan of a supermarket in case
of fire. Our simulations have shown that the presence of several people to be evacuated, the consideration of the
fire propagation speed and other factors influence the model a lot. In a real life situation, many factors can be
taken into account: emotion, physical handicap, stress, the wind speed, age of evacuees, gender etc. these factors
can considerably influence the decisions and actions of the people to be evacuated. In the framework of
perspectives, we hope to integrate these by including fuzzy logic into the model. However, we note that our
proposed model is general, so that it can be used to several types of commercial building without major changes.
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